Complete this checklist before you get started with your **Lung Cancer Support Group** program:

- [ ] Read the entire Lung Cancer Support Group Implementation and Facilitator Guide
- [ ] Conduct a community assessment
- [ ] Establish Lung Cancer Support Group vision and goals
- [ ] Find a venue for hosting the group
- [ ] Set a schedule of meeting dates and times for the year
- [ ] Staff the program
- [ ] Determine a communications plan for contact methods (i.e., call, email members) before, during and after the program
- [ ] Create an evaluation plan
- [ ] Review the Lung Cancer Support Group Facilitator training webinar in the Resource Center
- [ ] Review the additional assets and program materials in the Resource Center
- [ ] Create an engagement plan
- [ ] Review and understand the content on [Lung.org/lung-cancer](http://Lung.org/lung-cancer) and [Lung.org/stigma](http://Lung.org/stigma)